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OWNERSHIP – WHAT YOU NEED TO RIDE 

Now that you own a horse and with Mastery in mind, use the checklist below to understand what you 

and your horse need to set yourself up for riding. Check off each box, in which you are certain you 

setting yourself up for success.  

What you need for you: 

 Helmet – Concussion injuries are prevalent in the horse industry. Many professionals don’t 

promote helmets but we do. We want you to be safe and comfortable. Choose a helmet with 

good ventilation and comfortable fit. Riding horses can be dangerous. Don’t risk your brain and 

your future by riding without a helmet.  

 

 Boots – A good pair of boots can last a long time, but longevity is not the primary reasons for 

wearing boots. Boots are an important piece of safety equipment as a rider. You’ll want to pick a 

pair of boots that is comfortable to walk and/or ride in. Pick a boot that has a heel and limited 

traction. Avoid flat souled shoes with heavy traction because flat souled shoes can slip all the 

way through the stirrup, potentially binding your leg to the saddle in an emergency. Heavy tread 

or traction also prevents your foot from slipping out of the stirrup in an emergency.  Boots with 

some limited traction and a heel can save your life. Boots also help prevent i njury while 

practicing ground work or even leading your horse. In the event you get stepped on, leather 

boots are more protective than any other footwear. 

 

 Protective Vest – Many top level riders wear protective vests to prevent injury to major 

organs, ribs and spine, in case of a fall. Many competitions today require a protective vest 

before being allowed to ride on the course. Casual riding or training is less intense than jumping 

or bronc riding, but anything can happen, so don’t be shy of getting the equipment that can save 

your life. There are no rules within the program to say you must always wear a vest. We simply 

promote safety on all fronts and encourage your to do the same. 

 

 Avoid Loose Clothing – About one out of twenty horse related accidents are due to 

clothing getting hung up on the saddle or otherwise. Tighter clothing prevents getting hung up 

while mounting or dismounting. Avoid wearing hoodies that could catch on a low hanging 

branch. Avoid wearing slippery pant fabric or loose pants that will chafe or rub you as you ride. 

When buying overcoats or jackets, consider a jacket that zips both ways, to avoid getting your 

jacket caught on the saddle horn if you ride western. Clothing isn’t always talked about in the 

horse industry. With Mastery in mind however, it’s important to consider a few of these 

elements. 
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What you need for your horse: 

Now that you know what you need for you, consider what you ’ll need for your horse. Professionals and 

amateurs across the whole horse industry differ on what type of equipment is be st. You’ll have to be 

your own judge as you purchase equipment for your horse. However, we can give you a few guide lines 

here and help ensure you and your horse have a good experience.  

 Saddle and Pad – Riding usually requires a saddle. Although many riders prefer to ride 

without a saddle (bareback riding), most riders prefer the stability and general functionality of a 

saddle. Whether you ride English or Western, consider a few of these elements when 

purchasing your first saddles. 

 

Saddles come in varying sizes, shapes and styles. Some saddles are made for roping, while 

others are made for jumping. All saddles, however should be made of high quality material that 

won’t break down under stress. The underside of the saddle, or what is often referred to as the 

tree, should be wide enough to avoid pinching the horses shoulders or spine. With Mastery in 

mind we prefer flexible trees, but hard wood trees are OK too. Flexible trees move with the 

horse, naturally making the horse more comfortable for longer periods of time. Flexible trees 

are less stable, however. Which means you’ll want to consider something you’ll feel safe in and 

something the horse will feel comfortable in. 

 

Saddle pads vary as well. Simply consider a pad thick enough to account for any inadequacies in 

the saddle itself. A good saddle pad is like a good sock in your boot. Without socks, your foot 

would be rubbed to blister. With the wrong sock, you’ll foot will sweat. A good pad will never 

compensate completely for a bad saddle, but a good pad can certainly help. Even with good 

saddles a pad is helpful to prevent chafing or rubbing under the saddle during natural 

movements. 

 

 Bridle or Headgear – A car needs a steering wheel. A horse needs a bridle. With Mastery 

in mind, the bridle or headgear, is an integral part of training. Every riding horse needs to learn 

how to stop, backup and turn. A bridle or headgear can help you teach your horse. Many people 

prefer a bridle with a  metal bit, and in many situations, that may be all you or your horse are 

familiar with. In which case, use what makes you feel safe. As we advance through the Mastery 

Horsemanship Levels we’ll begin developing an understanding that’s more advanced than basic 

steering and stopping. When those concepts are in place, bridles and headgear become a 

support tool rather than a control tool. There is no rule that says you have to use any one 

particular piece of equipment. Just keep in mind that your horse has feelings. He or she is 

sensitive to metal mouth pieces and harsh hand movements from the rider. We prefer softer 

tools and softer methods. All of which you will learn as we go along this journey together.   
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Avoid anything that verges on abusive. If you have any questions about the equipment you 

currently have, feel free to contact us at www.MasteryHorsemanship.com 

 Horse Boots and Wraps – No piece of equipment is a substitute for poor training. Horse 

boots and wraps are not 100% necessary for training or riding. However, with Mastery in mind, 

and certainly with peak performance in mind, we must understand that the horses body will 

undergo certain levels of stress. Boots or leg wraps can support horses during practice or 

performance in the same way that an ankle brace or knee brace could prevent injury for human 

athletes. Consider boots and wraps as you approach the Advanced levels of Mastery.  

 

 Horse Shoes – The horse industry has told us that horses need shoes. In truth, they often 

don’t. Our horses for instance only require shoes during extreme training cycles or rough trail 

rides. Some horses have better feet than others and your horse may never need shoes at all. 

Depending on the level of intensity in which you intent to train or ride, consider horse shoes as 

option to support your endeavor. A good foot trimmer or farrier could guide your decision. Keep 

an open mind to all your options in foot wear. For the short term we often use a temporary boot 

that we can take on off. For longer term or more intense purposes such as jumping higher 

jumps, we consider using nail on or glue on shoes. There is no rule to say you have  to use any 

particular brand. We prefer non-metal shoes, such as the plastic shoes you’ve seen us talk about 

in the videos. Traditional metal shoes are cheaper and last longer but don’t allow the foot to 

operate in its natural form. We only ask you consider all your options before forming bias 

toward one. 

Facilities: 

Although you don’t have to have a covered arena or perfect fencing, it sure is nice. The reality, is most 

horse people operate on a medium to low budget, leaving them with less desirable riding spaces. There 

is no problem with riding in the open area of a field or out on the trail . One thing to consider, with 

mastery in mind, is good footing and decent fencing. 

 Footing – Flat, soft ground, is ideal for training horses. That doesn ’t mean you can’t ride just 

about anywhere. It just means that, with mastery in mind, you will ultimately be addressing 

faster speeds and higher level maneuvers. At the peak of performance you may consider 

jumping jumps, or even teaching your horse to lie down. Soft footing is ideal. At the lower levels, 

any flat space will suffice. Once you reach the concepts of cantering and jumping, you’ll want to 

ensure you have appropriate footing. Most people have sand arenas. 2-3 inches of sands is ideal 

for most things. There are many other types of footing that vary in density and in price, but 

more importantly, we want you to consider keeping your horse healthy and safe with good 

footing that won’t sprain any joints or break any bones upon impact. 
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 Fencing, Pens, Arenas, and Open Spaces – Horses can be ridden in many different 

environments, including open spaces hard packed trails. With Mastery in mind, we want you to 

consider an enclosed area to work with many of the Mastery concepts. Many people create 

temporary enclosures for many of the activities while other build massive indoor arenas with tall 

walls and beautiful footing.  The important thing to know is that, there is always a way to get 

just about anything done. So if you can’t work in an arena, you can learn to work in open space 

and get the same results. The benefits of enclosed areas, whether it’s a round pen or 

rectangular pen, is the fence allows you to clearly navigate the space. It helps a rider develop 

better bio-mechanical movement in the horse. It helps the rider sense when the horse is 

crooked. It also helps a ground person determine if a horse is conne cted to the task or not. 

Corrals with corners are often better for training than round corrals because round corals give 

the horse less option to make mistakes. Mistakes are useful training tools and not to be 

completely avoided. At the highest level of training you’ll need to become much more precise in 

your movements. Fenced arenas help with this.  

 

 Toys and Obstacles – Mastery Horsemanship encourages playful interaction with horses 

for two reasons. One: Horses need positive interactions to avoid a dull prison like experience in 

our human world. Two: Horses need to develop confidence to interact with the man made 

world. Any horse that can confidently navigate through a variety of terrain challenges and 

obstacles is a much safer horse. Each toy or obstacle you choose will take some time to master, 

but it’s worth it in the end. The ultimate goal in Mastery Horsemanship is to develop an 

experience for the horse and rider that builds skill, confidence, and goes beyond traditional 

riding. There are many toys to choose from. Our list of toys includes: balls, tarps, jumps, flags, 

balloons, pedestals, bridges, horse trailers, water crossings, hills, trees, cones, poles, and more. 

 

 Transportation – Time to travel. You’ll need wheels to travel in today’s world unless you 

live in the outback, live off the land, and you don’t need a car. When it comes to transportation 

there are hundreds of options. Keep these simple principles in mind as you choose your options 

for horse travel. Your horse trailer should be well built. Don’t go cheap. You can avoid a lot of 

extra fancy stuff, if you consider a horse trailer needs good springs, a well-built floor, solid walls, 

and nothing sharp or dangerous that could hook a lead line or poke your horses eye out. We 

prefer horse trailers that have windows to open and close, to help regulate the horse body 

temperature during travel. You’ll need a truck to pull your trailer too. Get something strong and 

reliable. Any brand will do. Check with your truck dealer and trailer dealer to find the best 

option for the best price. Whether you decide to have a what is called a “bumper pull” trailer or 

a “goose neck” trailer, is up to you. We prefer goose neck trailers for distance trips because of 

the way they attach to the center of the trucks back axel. Goose neck trailers are more balanced 

and offer more storage. Bumper pull trailers are slightly more convenient for hooking up but 

offer less stability at high speeds on the highways.  
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“Masters understand the horse. They think like the horse. They 

become one with the horses.” 
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